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Leveraging Big Data 
to Manage Transport 
Operations 

LeMO involves European transport 
sector actors to identify opportunities, 
barriers and limitations of the 
transportation systems to exploit big 
data opportunities. 

https://lemo-h2020.eu/ 

https://twitter.com/LeMO_H2020 

Ethical and social issues related to big data in 
transport 

Trust, surveillance, privacy, free will and personal data ownership 
are some of the ethical and social issues relevant to the 
production of, access to, linking of and re-use of big data in 
transport.  

The new LeMO report discusses challenges and opportunities 
that may arise in this respect, with a particular focus on the EU, 
and introduces possible ways of moving forward. 

Download the report here. 
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LeMO aims to produce a policy 
roadmap towards data 
openness, collection, 
exploitation and data sharing to 
support European transport 
stakeholders. 

Economic and political issues related to big data 
in transport 

The proliferation of data availability is reshaping the economic 
and political realm. It enables businesses and governments to 
provide better services and products, at the same time, there 
are a number of issues that need to be addressed.  

The LeMO team has analysed the economic and political issues 
on four levels: the firm-, industry-, national- and international. 

Download the report here. 

 

FOCUS ON: 

https://lemo-h2020.eu/
https://lemo-h2020.eu/s/20180829_D23_Report-on-Ethical-and-Social-Issues_LeMO.pdf
https://lemo-h2020.eu/s/20180831_D21_Report-on-Economic-and-Political-Issues_LeMO.pdf


 

 

  

 

01.  LeMO covered by CORDIS 

The European Commission's Community Research and Development 
Information Service (CORDIS) has recently covered the LeMO project. 
The news article on Big Data Policies in Transport has been published on 
the CORDIS website in six languages. 

The LeMO report on Big Data Policies in Transport looks at current 
private and public sector policies adopted to further agendas on Big 
Data in the transport sector affecting transport in EU and third 
countries. 

Read the news article here. 

 

 

  

 

02. Identifying ethical and social issues related to big data in transport  

The discussions related to ethical (and social) issues in transportation and the need for the establishment of a new 
field of study and method of analysis to be known as “Transportation Ethics” can be traced back to the 1990s. Due to 
rapid technological development, notably in big data and artificial intelligence, today, there is more than ever a need 
to look at the ethical and social implications of the use of data-driven technologies, including big data and AI, in the 
transportation sector. 

The research conducted in the context of the LeMO project has identified the following key ethical and social issues 
that are particularly relevant to big data, including in the transport sector: 

 Trust 
 Surveillance 
 Privacy (including transparency, consent and control) 
 Free will 
 Personal data ownership 
 Data-driven social discrimination and equity 
 Environmental 

This does not mean that other ethical and social issues are not relevant. Indeed, the development of new services in 
the transport sector that rely on data-driven technologies raise a myriad of technical, economic, legal, ethical and 
social issues.  
 
 

 

 

 

After setting the stage for 
big data in transport, LeMO 
has taken a closer look at 
the institutional, 
governmental, political, 
economic, social, ethical 
and environmental issues in 
utilising big data in the 
transport sector.  

https://cordis.europa.eu/
https://lemo-h2020.eu/s/20180710_D12_Big-Data-Policies_LeMO.pdf
https://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/129745_en.html?WT.mc_id=exp


 

 
 

In the context of ethical and social issues, we broadly distinguish two types of remedial actions: (i) regulatory 
intervention (by means of legislation, standards or soft law) and (ii) design (by ensuring that systems or applications 
are designed in such a way that the decisions they take are ethical). 

Considering the inherent contradiction between regulation which requires hard and fast choices, and ethics which is 
variable and may evolve over time, the LeMO report concludes that regulation of ethical and social issues in itself will 
not provide an adequate solution.  

The authors therefore advocate a combined approach whereby ethics-by-design, like privacy-by-design, is recognised 
as a principle of EU law and is further elaborated by (self-)regulation. 

     Read the full report here. 

 
 03. Creating shared value for the European transport sector 

One of LeMO’s objectives is to build a community that will contribute to a maximum exploitation of the project results 
in and for the European transport sector during and after the project.  

The stakeholders are gathered around four smaller communities: 

 Members of the Advisory & Reference Group (ARG) 
 Case studies 
 Clustering with other projects 
 The network of each of the consortium partners 

In terms of stakeholders mapping within the transport big data ecosystem, the LeMO community involves multiple 
categories: 

 Decision makers 
 Policy makers 
 Transport community 
 Academia (incl. relevant EU and nationally funded activities) 
 International organisations 

Read the full strategy to build the LeMO community here. 

  

The LeMO team came to the following conclusions with respect to creating shared value through the interactions of 
stakeholders in the LeMO community: 

 There are ample opportunities of creating shared value through the LeMO community, especially in Western 
and Northern Europe. 

 Members in the ARG are representing in almost equal numbers both public and private organisations. In 
addition, organisations cooperating with LeMO in the case studies are mostly information or data service 
providers, and are therefore having a role as data facilitators. The expectation is that during the research for 
these case studies more stakeholders with relevance to LeMO will be identified. 

     

https://lemo-h2020.eu/s/20180829_D23_Report-on-Ethical-and-Social-Issues_LeMO.pdf
https://lemo-h2020.eu/s/20180731_D53_Creating-Shared-Value-for-the-European-Transport-Sector_LeMO_Final.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59f9cdc2692ebebde4c43010/t/5b61689c0e2e724a6be24de5/1533110433641/20180731_D5.3_Creating+Shared+Value+for+the+European+Transport+Sector_LeMO_Final.pdf


 

  

06. What’s next?  

The LeMO team is currently working on a new deliverable 
on legal issues related to the processing of big data and a 
deliverable analysing the rebound effects from the use of 
big data in transport. 

In the next phase, LeMO will explore the societal impact of 
comprehensive case studies based on the findings of the 
research conducted so far by the team and the 
methodology developed. The case studies will be 
presented in more details in the next LeMO Newsletter. 

 
 

05. Preparation for case studies 

LeMO will analyse big data in the European transport domain 
with respect to five transport dimensions: mode, sector, 
technology, policy and evaluation. This will be accomplished by 
conducting a series of 7 case studies with transport actors 
operating in passenger and freight transport, along different 
transport modes: road, urban, rail and water transport.  

Based on the case studies, LeMO will provide recommendations 
for effective big data implementation in transport from a socio-
economic perspective.  

The LeMO team has devised a methodology for case studies, 
including a set of semi-structured research and interview 
questions. The methodology also outlines an approach for 
identifying case study data and appropriate interview 
participants, while ensuring that the consortium protects 
intellectual property and commercial confidence whilst 
producing the case study reports.  

 

 

04. Identifying economic and political issues related to big data in transport 

The LeMO team produced a comprehensive report on the wider economic and political issues involved with the 
usage of big data by businesses and governments. Big data enables private and public parties to provide better 
quality services and products, at the same time, the usage of data has led to policy response for limiting (e.g. the 
GDPR) or enabling (e.g. EU’s ‘digital single market’ policy) the application of big data. 

The most critical challenges for the future identified in the report are: 

 Lack of data professionals, in particular within governments; 
 Government compartmentalisation, limiting optimal data usage by governments; 
 Insufficient framework that satisfies both the user demand for privacy and the usage of personal 

information for business innovation (particularly relevant for public-private data sharing schemes); 
 Too little awareness on the capacity of big data (i.e. too little knowledge on what transport-related 

questions it can and cannot address, and how big data should address these questions).  

     

 

08. Upcoming events 

• The project meeting with NOESIS, another 
Coordination Support Action on big data in 
transport funded under the Horizon 2020, at the 
JRC in Seville (13 Nov 2018)  

• LeMO Board meeting in the Netherlands (26-27 
Nov 2018) 
 

07. Past events 

• Presentation of the LeMO project at the 2nd 
Symposium on MFTS at the JRC in Ispra, Italy (12 
Jun 2018) 

• Dissemination of LeMO results at the 8th 
International Conference on Web Intelligence, 
Mining and Semantics in Novi Sad, Serbia (25-27 
Jun 2018) 

• Presentation with examples drawn from LeMO 
delivered by a member of the LeMO team at ERA 
Summer Course on EU Data Protection Law in 
Trier, Germany (12 Sep 2018) 

• Presentation on the protection of Big Data 
delivered by a member of the LeMO team at ERA 
– Big Data: Consolidating the EU legal Framework 
in the digital economy in Brussels (27 Sep 2018) 

 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/59f9cdc2692ebebde4c43010/t/5b88ef82b8a0457103352e09/1535700879604/20180831_D2.1_Report+on+Economic+and+Political+Issues_LeMO.pdf
http://noesis-project.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/event/conference/mfts2018
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/event/conference/mfts2018
https://wims2018.pmf.uns.ac.rs/
https://wims2018.pmf.uns.ac.rs/
https://wims2018.pmf.uns.ac.rs/
https://www.era.int/upload/dokumente/20578.pdf
https://www.era.int/upload/dokumente/20578.pdf
https://euagenda.eu/events/2018/09/27/big-data-consolidating-the-eu-legal-framework-in-the-digital-economy
https://euagenda.eu/events/2018/09/27/big-data-consolidating-the-eu-legal-framework-in-the-digital-economy
https://euagenda.eu/events/2018/09/27/big-data-consolidating-the-eu-legal-framework-in-the-digital-economy


 

 

  

 
CORTE is an international (non-profit) organisation bringing together national transport authorities from 
European and non EU countries having a responsibility in the field of road transport, road security and road 
safety. The CORTE Membership is currently composed of 60 Members: 
 
 

 

 

09. The LeMO team 

Vestlandsforsking (Western Norway Research Institute) is a non-profit research and development institute 
devoted to serve the needs of businesses, industry and public bodies. The institute plays a key role in bringing 
research and the private and public sectors together as a community builder. The institute’s Big Data Research 
Group specializes in the utilising of big data and semantic science for big data integration, analysis and process 
management. The Group offers data-driven cross-industry expertise, technological and socio-economic insight, 
and commitment to sustainable solutions. 

 

 

        

 

The Frankfurt Big Data Lab was established at the University of Frankfurt in Since 2011. The objective of the Big 
Data Lab is to carry out research in the domains of big data and data analytics. Our approach is based on the 
interdisciplinary binding between data management, data processing, streaming technologies and big data 
analytics. The lab is located in Frankfurt, the financial metropolis of central Europe and targets to be a source of 
knowledge and expertise both for research and industry applications. The Frankfurt Big Data Lab at the Johann 
Wolfgang Goethe University in Germany is one of the leading and internationally recognized research groups in 
the field of databases, information systems and e-business. 
 

 

Bird & Bird is an international legal practice with over 1,200 lawyers and legal practitioners worldwide. It 
specialises in combining leading-edge expertise across a full range of legal services including advice on intellectual 
property, information technology, commercial, corporate, EU and competition, dispute resolution, employment, 
and finance. It has extensive legal expertise with respect to disruptive technologies. Recent experience includes 
projects relating to cloud computing, big data and 3D printing. Our network includes individual lawyers with 
unrivalled expertise in data protection, data security, intellectual property, open data and liability issues. Bird & 
Bird will leverage on this expertise in the LeMO project. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 

 

Panteia B.V. offers policy research, market research and consultancy for national governments, provincial 
governments, local councils, the European Commission, national and international organisations, trade 
associations and the business world in general. Panteia is organised in 4 clusters, these are acting as partners for 
governments, the European Commission, national and international public and private organisations, trade 
associations and the business world in general. In consultancy, Panteia has experience in policy assessments, 
qualitative and quantitative modelling, forecasting and evaluation (simulation, scenario building, economic 
impact analysis), project appraisal, socio-economic research, market research, transport and trade research and 
policy advice.  

 
 

 

   

 

• 27 national authorities / Full Members representing 21 EU countries and 
19 non EU countries; 
• 13 associations / Associate Members representing road sectors such 
infrastructure, road safety, road users, transport companies and commercial 
drivers; 
• 20 observers representing the road transport industry. 
 

Disclaimer: This report is part of the LeMO project which has received funding by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme under grant agreement number 770038.  

The content of this report reflects only the authors’ view. The European Commission and Innovation and Networks Executive 
Agency (INEA) are not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains. 
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